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Annette Marcus

"I have been making works of art for as long as I can remember. Most of my childhood pursuits had to do with drawing, painting
or building something& it's always been an active, important part of my life."
"My work reflects my personality, interests, mood and sensibilities at any given time. Much of my work embodies colorful,
energetic, outdoorsy good humor, and many are deeper and more serious expressions of emotion. Portraits, cowgirls, horses,
and figures are subjects that interest me, although any strong composition will appeal to me artistically."
"While the works that are represented here are created from acrylic and oil paintings, the medium with which I have expressed
myself the most in my lifetime is clay, building sculpture and making vessels. This may initially seem like a somewhat
fragmented artistic experience, but it actually affords me the opportunity to explore, grow and create without being locked into a
set style. The works may not always look alike, but they all look like me. This freedom is a great gift, and I feel fortunate to have
it."
Annette Marcus was born in New Milford, Connecticut, and studied at the School of Fine Arts, Boston and Tufts University. She
is an art teacher at New Milford High School, her alma mater. Annette lives with her family in Brookfield, Connecticut.
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